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Light leakage can arise from the accumulated strains of LCD panels that are caused by various stresses 

imposed during manufacturing, shipping and storing the LCD panels. The strains usually make an LCD panel 

bend locally or globally and when the panel bending exceeds a certain level, undesirable light leakage increases 

dramatically. 

In this presentation, we clarify the origin of the panel strains and the mechanisms for the strain-induced light 

leakage, and we also propose several ways to soothe this issue. To clarify the causes of the panel bending, we 

systematically examined the accumulation of panel bending during full LCD manufacturing and shipping 

processes by dividing the full processes into several sub steps of bare glass stage, assembled panel stage, 

polarizer-lamination stage, drive-IC bonding stage, and shipping stage. We measured the deformation of panels 

before and after processing each step, using a 3D laser scanner. In this way, we could quantitatively figure out the 

accumulation of panel strains during whole manufacturing and shipping processes. We found that the largest 

panel deformation occurred during shipping and storing panels, which was caused by the restitutional force of 

elongated polarizers and was significantly influenced by the temperature and humidity conditions. The second 

most significant cause of the strains is the irregular thickness of column spaces and uneven liquid crystal droplets 

in liquid crystal filling process. In order to reduce the strains, we modified the design of shipping tray and the 

manufacturing processes of LC filling and polarizer lamination, which led to the reduction of the panel bending 

from 1.54mm to 0.27mm, as shown in Fig. 1. In particular, the modification in the design of shipping tray made a 

significant improvement in the panel bending during shipping process. To reduce the external stress, the design of 

panel covering chassis was also altered. 

Based on the results, the optimum designs and processes were applied to 27inch PLS monitor product, and 

we obtained a great improvement in the yields related to the relevent defects 27% to 1.2%, as shown in Fig. 2. 

The technologies can be used not only for solving the light leakage problem, but also for developing curved 

displays, wide screen display, wearable displays, window glass displays, and high-quality displays for medical or 

special usages. 

                                
 

    Fig. 1. Panel Bending of sub steps          Fig. 2. Panel Bending(3D) and Light leakage(Picture) 
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